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. as Minister-President of Hungary, was opposed. In short,
Tisza's program was: restoration of the waning Austrian
prestige, by the diplomatic humiliation, but not the terri-
torial partition, of Serbia, and the avoidance of war, if
possible. In case Austria had to resort to mobilization, she
must still avoid war, if Serbia yielded at the last minute
and agreed to pay the costs of mobilization,200
In contrast to the clear-cut program of Conrad for mili-
tary action, and that of Count Tisza for diplomatic action,
Count Berchtold, the Minister of Foreign Affairs, had no
definite idea of what ought to be done. He was as helpless
and incompetent a person as was ever called to fill a re-
sponsible position in time of danger. He set forth the
pros and cons, and oscillated timidly and uncertainly be-
tween conflicting influences. He hesitated to decide for
military action against Serbia for fear that Germany and
Italy would not support him. He feared also the danger of
Russian interference. He felt the difficulty of persuading
Francis Joseph to approve war, and he knew Franz Ferdi-
nand's opposition to it. He was finally inclined to think
that some concession to Serbia in regard to the Albanian
boundary might be given for the moment, and that military
preparations should be made for the future, with the hope
that in the meantime the general diplomatic situation might
improve.201
The result of the discussion was that no definite decision
was taken, except the adoption of proposals in regard to
finance and a small army increase to be laid before the
Delegations the following November, In spite of the fact
that the Serbians had burned several villages and massacred
Albanians in the neighborhood of Dibra, so that the popu^
lation was in flight toward the coast,202 Berchtold contented
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